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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Recycling Equipment Manufacturing, Inc Expands Team, Appoints Garry Hojan General
Manager

Priest River, Idaho Dec 06, 2019 – Recycling Equipment Manufacturing (REM), a leading provider of OEM
recycling and beverage destruction equipment has announced the appointment of Garry Hojan as General
Manager. With extensive management experience spanning nearly three decades, Hojan brings valuable
leadership to REM’s executive team during a period of growth. As General Manager, Hojan will lead
operations and direct the company’s finance and administrative functions.
“Garry joins REM with a wealth of operational and financial management experience at both mid-sized and
large companies,” said Mark Blankenship, REM’s President. “We are thrilled to have a steady hand at the
operational helm as we continue to expand our product line and broaden our customer base.”
Prior to joining REM, Hojan acted as CEO for an aerospace manufacturing company. During his sixteen-year
tenure he over saw M&A and diversification activities. Beyond operations and finance management, he was
responsible for all aspects of strategic planning, manufacturing and customer service.
“REM is experiencing growth with the success of its existing product mix in conveyers and beverage
destruction.” Said Hojan. “It is a tremendous pleasure to join Mark and the REM team, and I am excited and
eager to help further the company’s success.”
Hojan began his career in electronics engineering before receiving his business education from Barrie College
in Barrie, Ontario Canada.

About REM

Recycling Equipment Manufacturing, Inc. (REM) is the leading designer and manufacturer of custom conveyor
solutions, specialized motion enabling and sorting systems to the recycling industry. In addition, the company
designs and manufactures an extensive line of UBC processing equipment, as well as beverage destruction
equipment where it is a brand of choice for leading beverage manufacturers. REM is headquartered in Priest
River, Idaho. To learn more about REM, visit www.remfg.com
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